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ABSTRACT
The ubiquity of sound synthesizers has reshaped music production and even entirely defined new music genres. However, the increasing complexity and number of parameters
in modern synthesizers make them harder to master. Hence,
the development of methods allowing to easily create and
explore with synthesizers is a crucial need.
Here, we introduce a novel formulation of audio synthesizer control. We formalize it as finding an organized latent
audio space that represents the capabilities of a synthesizer,
while constructing an invertible mapping to the space of its
parameters. By using this formulation, we show that we
can address simultaneously automatic parameter inference,
macro-control learning and audio-based preset exploration
within a single model. To solve this new formulation, we
rely on Variational Auto-Encoders (VAE) and Normalizing
Flows (NF) to organize and map the respective auditory and
parameter spaces. We introduce a new type of NF named
regression flows that allow to perform an invertible mapping
between separate latent spaces, while steering the organization of some of the latent dimensions. We evaluate our proposal against a large set of baseline models and show its superiority in both parameter inference and audio reconstruction. We also show that the model disentangles the major
factors of audio variations as latent dimensions, that can be
directly used as macro-parameters. Finally, we discuss the
use of our model in creative applications and its real-time
implementation in Ableton Live1 .
1. INTRODUCTION
Synthesizers are parametric systems able to generate audio
signals ranging from musical instruments to entirely unheardof sound textures. Since their commercial beginnings more
than 50 years ago, synthesizers have revolutionized music
production, while becoming increasingly accessible, even
to neophytes with no background in signal processing.
1 All code, supplementary figures, results and plugins are available on a
supporting webpage: https://acids-ircam.github.io/flow_synthesizer/
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Figure 1: Universal synthesizer control. (a) Previous methods perform direct inference from audio, which is limited
by non-differentiable synthesis and lacks high-level control.
(b) Our novel formulation states allows to learn an organized latent space z of the synthesizer’s audio capabilities,
while mapping it to the space v of its synthesis parameters.

While there exists a variety of sound synthesis types [1],
they all require an a priori knowledge to make the most
out of a synthesizer possibilities. Hence, the main appeal
of these systems (namely their versatility provided by large
sets of parameters) also entails their major drawback. Indeed, the sheer combinatorics of parameter settings makes
exploring all possibilities to find an adequate sound a daunting and time-consuming task. Furthermore, there are highly
non-linear relationships between the parameters and the resulting audio. Unfortunately, no synthesizer provides intuitive controls related to perceptual and semantic properties of the synthesis. Hence, a method allowing an intuitive
and creative exploration of sound synthesizers has become
a crucial need, especially for non-expert users.
A potential direction taken by synth manufacturers, is to
propose macro-controls that allow to quickly tune a sound
by controlling multiple parameters through a single knob.
However, these need to be programmed manually, which
still requires expert knowledge. Furthermore, no method
has ever tried to tackle this macro-control learning task, as
this objective appears unclear and depends on a variety of
unknown factors. An alternative to manual parameter setting would be to infer the set of parameters that could best
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reproduce a given target sound. This task of parameter inference has been studied in the past years using various techniques. In Cartwright et al. [2], parameters are iteratively
refined based on audio descriptors similarity and relevance
feedback provided by the user. However, this approach appears to be rather inaccurate and slow. Garcia et al. [3] proposed to use genetic programming to directly grow modular synthesizers to solve this problem. Although the approach is appealing and appears accurate, the optimization
of a single target can take from 10 to 200 hours, which
makes it unusable. Recently, Yee-king et al. [4] showed
that a bi-directional LSTM with highway layers can produce accurate parameters appproximations. However, this
approach does not allow for any user interaction. All of
these approaches share the same flaws that (i) though it is
unlikely that a synthesizer can generate exactly any audio
target, none explicitly model these limitations, (ii) they do
not account for the non-linear relationships that exist between parameters and the corresponding synthesized audio.
Hence, no approach has succeeded in unveiling the true relationships between these auditory and parameters spaces.
Here, we argue that it is mandatory to organize the parameters and audio capabilities of a given synthesizer in their
respective spaces, while constructing an invertible mapping
between these spaces in order to access a range of high-level
interactions. This idea is depicted in Figure 1
The recent rise of generative models might provide an
elegant solution to these questions. Indeed, amongst these
models, the Variational Auto-Encoder (VAE) [5] aims to
uncover the underlying structure of the data, by explicitly
learning a latent space [5]. This space can be seen as a
high-level representation, which aims to disentangle underlying variation factors and reveal interesting structural properties of the data [5, 6]. VAEs address the limitations of
control and analysis through this latent space, while being able to learn on small sets of examples. Furthermore,
the recently proposed Normalizing Flows (NF) [7] allow to
model highly complex distributions in the latent space. Although the use of VAEs for audio applications has only been
scarcely investigated, Esling et al. [8] recently proposed a
perceptually-regularized VAE that learns a space of audio
signals aligned with perceptual ratings via a regularization
loss. The resulting space exhibits an organization that is
well aligned with perception. Hence, this model appears as
a valid candidate to learn an organized audio space.
In this paper, we introduce a radically novel formulation of audio synthesizer control by formalizing it as the
general question of finding an invertible mapping between
two learned latent spaces. In our case, we aim to map the
audio space of a synthesizer’s capabilities to the space of
its parameters. We provide a generic probabilistic formalization and show that it allows to address simultaneously
the tasks of parameter inference, macro-control learning,
audio-based preset exploration and semantic dimension discovery within a single model. To elegantly solve this formulation, we introduce conditional regression flows, which

map a latent space to any given target space, while steering
the organization of some dimensions to match target distributions. Our complete model is depicted in Figure 2.
Based on this formulation, parameter inference simply
consists of encoding the audio target to the latent audio
space that is mapped to the parameter space. Interestingly,
this bypasses the well-known blurriness issue in VAEs as
we can generate directly with the synthesizer. We evaluate
our proposal against a large set of baseline models and show
its superiority in parameter inference and audio reconstruction. Furthermore, we show that our model is the first able
to address the new task of automatic macro-control learning. As the latent dimensions are continuous and map to
the parameter space, they provide a natural way to learn the
perceptually most significant macro-parameters. We show
that these controls map to smooth, yet non-linear parameters evolution, while remaining perceptually continuous.
Furthermore, as our mapping is invertible, we can map synthesis parameters back to the audio space. This allows intuitive audio-based preset exploration, where exploring the
neighborhood of a preset encoded in the audio space yields
similarly sounding patches, yet with largely different parameters. Finally, we discuss creative applications of our
model and real-time implementation in Ableton Live.
2. STATE-OF-ART
2.1. Generative models and variational auto-encoders
Generative models aim to understand a given set x ∈ Rdx
by modeling the underlying probability distribution of the
data p(x). To do so, we consider latent variables defined in
a lower-dimensional space z ∈ Rdz (dz  dx ), a higherlevel representation that could have led to generate a given
example. The complete model is defined by the joint distribution p(x, z) = p(x|z)p(z). Unfortunately, real-world
data follow complex distributions, which cannot be found
analytically. The idea of variational inference (VI) is to
solve this problem through optimization by assuming a simpler approximate distribution qφ (z|x) ∈ Q from a family of
approximate densities [9]. The goal of VI is to minimize the
difference between this approximation and the real distribution, by minimizing the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence
between these densities


qφ∗ (z|x) = argminqφ (z|x)∈Q DKL qφ (z|x) k p (z|x)

By developing this KL divergence and re-arranging terms
(the detailed development can be found in [5]), we obtain


log p(x) − DKL qφ (z|x) k p(z|x)




= Ez log p(x|z) − DKL qφ (z|x) k p(z) (1)

This formulation describes the quantity we want to model
log p(x) minus the error we make by using an approximate
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q instead of the true p. Therefore, we can optimize this alternative objective, called the evidence lower bound (ELBO)
Lθ,φ

obtain a final distribution zk ∼ qk (zk ) given by
qk (zk ) = q0 (f1−1 ◦ ... ◦ fk−1 (zk ))





= E log pθ (x|z) − β · DKL qφ (z|x) k pθ (z) (2)

The ELBO intuitively minimizes the reconstruction error
through the likelihood of the data given a latent log pθ (x|z),
while regularizing the distribution qφ (z|x) to follow a given
prior distribution pθ (z). We can see that this equation involves qφ (z|x) which encodes the data x into the latent
representation z and a decoder pθ (x|z), which generates
x given a z. This structure defines the Variational AutoEncoder (VAE), where we can use parametric neural networks to model the encoding (qφ ) and decoding (pθ ) distributions. VAEs are powerful representation learning frameworks, while remaining simple and fast to learn without requiring large sets of examples [10].
However, the original formulation of the VAE entails
several limitations. First, it has been shown that the KL
divergence regularization can lead both to uninformative latent codes (also called posterior collapse) and variance overestimation [11]. One way to alleviate this problem is to rely
on the Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) instead of the
KL to regularize the latent space, leading to the WassersteinAE (WAE) model [12]. Second, one of the key aspect
of VI lies in the choice of the family of approximations. The
simplest choice is the mean-field family where latent variables are mutually independent Q
and parametrized by distinct
m
variational parameters q(z) = j=1 qj (zj ). Although this
provide an easy tool for analytical development, it might
prove too simplistic when modeling complex data as this assumes pairwise independence among every latent axis. Normalizing flows alleviate this issue by adding a sequence of
invertible transformations to the latent variable, providing a
more expressive inference process.

= q0 (z0 )

k
Y

i=1

∂fi
det
∂zi−1

k
Y

det

i=1

∂fi−1
∂zi

−1

(4)

This series of transformations, called a normalizing flow [7],
can turn a simple distribution into a complicated multimodal
density. For practical use of these flows, we need transforms
whose Jacobian determinants are easy to compute. Interestingly, Auto-Regressive (AR) transforms fit this requirement
as they lead to a triangular Jacobian matrix. Hence, different AR flows were proposed such as Inverse AR Flows
(IAF) [13] and Masked AR Flows (MAF) [14]
Normalizing flows in VAEs. Normalizing flows allow
to address the simplicity of variational approximations by
complexifying their posterior distribution [7]. In the case of
VAEs, we parameterize the approximate posterior distribution with a flow of length K, qφ (z|x) = qK (zK ), and the
new optimization loss can be simply written as an expectation over the initial distribution q0 (z)
L = Eqφ (z|x) [log qφ (z|x) − log p(x, z)]

= Eq0 (z0 ) [ln q0 (z0 )] − Eq0 (z0 ) [log p(x, zK )]
#
" k
X
∂fi
− Eq0 (z0 )
log det
∂zi−1
i=1

(5)

The resulting objective can be easily optimized since q0 is
still a Gaussian from which we can easily sample. However,
the final samples zk used by the decoder are drawn from a
more complex distribution.
3. OUR PROPOSAL
3.1. Formalizing synthesizer control

2.2. Normalizing flows
In order to transform a probability distribution, we can rely
on the change of variable theorem. As we deal with probability distributions, we need to scale the transformed density so that it still sums to one, which is measured by the
determinant of the transform. Formally, let z ∈ Rd be a
random variable with distribution q(z) and f : Rd → Rd
an invertible smooth mapping. We can use f to transform
z ∼ q(z), so that the resulting random variable z0 = f (z)
has the following probability distribution
q(z0 ) = q(z) det

∂f −1
∂f
= q(z) det
∂z0
∂z

−1

(3)

where the last equality is obtained through the inverse function theorem. We can perform any number of transforms to

Considering a set of audio samples D = {xi } , i ∈ [1, n]
where the xi ∈ Rd follow an unknown distribution p(x),
we can define latent factors z ∈ Rz to model the joint distribution p(x, z) = p(x | z)p(x) as detailed in Section 2.1.
In our case, some x̄ ∈ Ds ⊂ D inside this set have been
generated by a given synthesizer. This synthesizer defines a
generative function fs (v; p, i) = x̄ where v ∈ Rs is a set of
parameters that produce x̄ at a given pitch p and intensity i.
However, in the general case, we know that if xj 6∈ Ds , then
xj = fs (v) +  where  models the error made when trying
to reproduce any audio xi with a given synthesizer. Finally,
we consider that some audio examples are annotated with
a set of categorical semantic tags ti = {0, 1}t , which define high-level perceptual properties that separate unknown
latent factors z and target factors t. Hence, the complete
generative story of a synthesizer can be defined as
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(6)
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Encode

Input

t

Decode

<latexit sha1_base64="ZKEHhlhjJimuQiZZ+yvBUn4Yyac=">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</latexit>
<latexit

µ x
z0

<latexit sha1_base64="+EklIXtbyRMV6QDqWuk6CR7GFYE=">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</latexit>

Reconstruction

zC

<latexit sha1_base64="kq5CqVEYDYe4qEXY0En2mJjQ9CE=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Aw8ZNVLFsJYrbJyia9vckMzAwkw=">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</latexit>

…

……

……

……

……

…

x

z0

⌃ x

<latexit sha1_base64="rQfg3lTmF5JrkDIpa8LGUIBzY+M=">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</latexit>
<latexit

q (z | x)

z1
<latexit sha1_base64="BzFDvOkP7y/LMissCBSA1p1xeaw=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="oHpPzYDyaQ7HL/cdogs7xCf4jc8=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="0i5mV2w3BdpH19WBAkViAjrSfoA=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="dWfGhGnp15TAh9bSvPuE32TNJno=">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</latexit>

p(v|z)

...

<latexit sha1_base64="bYVVyuwAahkvuMcSTy6ngfhI+0g=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="TO8OXYzXsyTE99CXPnDIp/GqTrc=">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</latexit>

Parameter
space

v
<latexit sha1_base64="DKhEwlzBHwn3uAWYZDBN1gEIxAE=">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</latexit>
<latexit

v0
<latexit sha1_base64="Xzm12oimul57AItful9OMJQWcog=">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</latexit>

...

...

z

k
. .Audio
. space

z
<latexit sha1_base64="5BiyWueWcW5gYiBnPwQkjSRyPso=">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</latexit>
<latexit
sha1_base64="G30nvnJkyKBlKcCymNnrqTxJgV4=">AAACtXicjVLLSgMxFD0dX7VWrWs3g0VwVTJudCnowmUF+4BaZCZNa+y8TDJCKf6AWz9O/AP9C2/iCGoRzTAzJ+fec5KbmyiPpTaMvVS8peWV1bXqem2jXtvc2m7UuzorFBcdnsWZ6kehFrFMRcdIE4t+rkSYRLHoRdNTG+/dC6Vlll6aWS6GSThJ5Vjy0BDVvm40WYu54S+CoARNlCNrPOMKI2TgKJBAIIUhHCOEpmeAAAw5cUPMiVOEpIsLPKBG2oKyBGWExE7pO6HZoGRTmltP7dScVonpVaT0sU+ajPIUYbua7+KFc7bsb95z52n3NqN/VHolxBrcEPuX7jPzvzpbi8EYx64GSTXljrHV8dKlcKdid+5/qcqQQ06cxSOKK8LcKT/P2Xca7Wq3Zxu6+KvLtKyd8zK3wJvdJfU3+NnNRdA9bAWsFVwwVLGLPRxQG49wgnO00SHLER7x5J15t97dxz3wKuWF2MG34el34YWM3A==</latexit>
sha1_base64="oKnIE/6/JjkRYdU1gGslT6aSND8=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="1NAD24Rm5sa7Ni1IhEA75VZyDdE=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="t+iH3tU4oXrF9j98qOK25TK17+g=">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</latexit>

p✓ (x | z)

x̃
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Figure 2: Universal synthesizer control. We learn an organized latent audio space z of a synthesizer capabilities with a VAE
parameterized with NF. This space maps to the parameter space v through our proposed regression flow and can be further
organized with metadata targets t. This provides sampling and invertible mapping between different spaces.
This very general formulation entails our original idea that
we should uncover the relationship between the latent audio z and parameters v spaces by modeling p(v, z). The
advantage of this formulation is that the reduced dimensionality Rz  Rx of the latent z simplifies the problem
of parameters inference, by relying on a more adequate and
smaller input space. Furthermore, this formulation also provides a natural way of learning macro-controls by inferring
p(v|z) in the general case, where separate dimensions of z
are expected to produce smooth auditory transforms. Although we provide a complete formalization, due to space
constraints, we do not detail the use of metadata t in our
model. We provide this information in the supporting webpage and companion article. Here, we consider that tags t
are included in the latent factors z and define the model as
pθ (x, v, z) = pθ (x|v, z)pθ (v|z)pθ (z)

If we know the optimal transform fψ and parameters λ,
the likelihood of the data can be easily computed as
pθ (v | fψ , λ, z) = N (v; fψ (z), Cv )

(10)

However, the two posteriors pθ (fψ |z) and pθ (λ|z) remain intractable in the general case. In order to solve this
issue, we rely again on variational inference by defining an
approximation qφ (fψ , λ|v, z) (see Section 2.1) and assume
that it factorizes as q(fψ , λ|v, z) = q(fψ |v, z)q(λ|v, z).
Therefore, our final inference problem is
Lfψ ,λ = log [pθ (v|fψ , λ, z)]

+ DKL [qφ (fψ |z, v)kpθ (fψ |z)]
+ DKL [qφ (λ|z, v)kpθ (λ|z)]

(7)

(11)
(12)

3.2. Mapping latent spaces with regression flows
In order to map the latent z and parameter v spaces, we first
separate our formulation so that
log pθ (x, v, z) = log(pθ (x|v, z)pθ (z)) + log pθ (v|z) (8)
This allows to separately model the variational approximation detailed in Section 2.1, while solving separately the
inference problem pθ (v|z). To address this inference, we
need to find the optimal parameters ψ of a transform fψ so
that v = fψ (z) + , where  ∼ N (0, Cv ) models the inference error as a zero-mean additive Gaussian noise with
covariance Cv . Here, P
we assume that the covariance decomposes into C−1
v =
i exp(λi )Qi , where Qi are fixed
basis functions and λ are hyperparameters. Therefore, the
full joint likelihood that we need to optimize is given by
Lfψ ,λ = log [pθ (v|fψ , λ, z)pθ (fψ |z)pθ (λ|z)]

(9)

Hence, we can optimize our approximations through the KL
divergence if we find a closed form. To solve for λ, we
use a Gaussian distribution for both the prior pθ (λ|z) =
N (λ, µλ , Cλ ) and posterior qφ (λ|z, v) = N (λ, µq , Cq ). To
solve this issue, we introduce the idea of regression flows.
This allows to obtain a simple analytical solution. However,
the second part of the objective might be more tedious. Indeed, to perform an accurate inference, we need to rely on a
complicated non-linear function, which cannot be assumed
to be Gaussian. To address this issue, we introduce the idea
of regression flows. We consider that the transform fθ (z) is
a normalizing flow (see Section 2.1) and provides two different way of optimizing the approximation.
Posterior parameterization. First, we follow a reasoning
akin to the original formulation of normalizing flows by parameterizing the posterior qφ (fψ |z, v) with a flow qk (vk ).
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training. We repeat the training k times to perform k-fold
cross-validation. Finally, we perform a corpus-wide zeromean unit-variance normalization based on the train set.

Hence, by developing the KL expression, we obtain
DKL [qφ (fψ |z, v)kp(fψ |z)] = Eq0 [log q0 (v0 )]
#
" k
X
∂fi
− Eq0 [log p(vk )] − Eq0
log det
∂vi−1
i=1

(13)

Hence, we can now safely rely on Gaussian priors for
q0 (v0 ) and p(vk ). This formulation allows to consider v as
a transformed version of z, while being easily invertible as
−1
z = f[k,1]
(v). We denote this version as F lowpost .
Conditional amortization. Here, we consider that the
parameters ψ of the flow are random variables that are optimized by decomposing the posterior KL objective as
DKL [qφ (fψ |z, v)kp(fψ |z)] = DKL [qφ (ψ|z)kp(ψ|z)]
" k
#
X
∂fi
+ Eq0 (v0 )
log det
(14)
∂vi−1
i=1
As we rely on Gaussian priors for the parameters, this
additional KL term can be computed easily. In this version,
denoted F lowcond , parameters of the flow are sampled from
their distributions before computing the resulting transform.
4. EXPERIMENTS
4.1. Dataset
Synthesizer. We constructed a dataset of synthesizer sounds
and parameters, by using an off-the-shelf commercial synthesizer Diva developed by U-He2 . It should be noted that
our model can work for any synthesizer, as long as we obtain couples of (audio, parameters) as input. We selected
Diva as (i) almost all its parameters can be MIDI-controlled,
(ii) large banks of presets are available and (iii) presets include well-organized semantic tags pairs. The factory presets for Diva and additional presets from the internet were
collected, leading to a total of roughly 11k files. We manually established the correspondence between synth and MIDI
parameters as well as the parameters values range and distributions. We only kept continuous parameters and normalize
all their values to [0, 1]. All other parameters are set to their
fixed default value. Finally, we performed PCA and manual
screening to select increasing sets of the most used 16, 32
and 64 parameters. We use RenderMan3 to batch-generate
all the audio files by playing the note for 3 sec. and recording for 4 sec. to capture the release of the note. The files are
saved in 22050Hz and 16bit floating point format.
Audio processing. For each sample, we compute a 128
bins Mel-spectrogram with a FFT of size 2048 with a hop of
1024 and frequency range of [30, 11000]. We only keep the
magnitude of the spectrogram and perform a log-amplitude
transform. The dataset is randomly split between a training (80%), validation (10%) and test (10%) set before each
2 https://u-he.com/products/diva/
3 https://github.com/fedden/RenderMan

4.2. Models
Baseline models. In order to perform an objective evaluation of our proposal, we implemented several recent highcapacity models similar to [4]. We implement a 5-layers
M LP with 2048 hidden units per layer, Exponential Linear Unit (ELU) activation, batch normalization and dropout
with p = .3. The final layer is a sigmoid activation. We
implement a gated variant of this model, denoted M LPg .
We implement a convolutional model composed of 5 layers with 128 channels of strided dilated convolutions with
kernel size 7, stride 2 and an exponential dilation factor of
2l with batch normalization and ELU activation. The convolutions are followed by a 3-layers MLP identical to the
previous model. We also implement the gated variant denoted CN Ng . Finally, we implemented a variant of Residual Networks, with parameters settings identical to CN N
and denote this model ResCN N .
Our models. We implemented various *AE architectures to evaluate different aspects of our proposal. To perform a fair comparison, we rely on the same setup as before, but halve the number of parameters to obtain roughly
the same capacity as the baselines. First, we implement a
simple deterministic AE without regularization. We implement the V AE by adding a KL regularization to the latent
space and the W AE by replacing the KL by the MMD.
Finally, we implement a V AEf low by adding a normalizing flow composed of 16 successive IAF transforms to the
V AE latent posterior. All AEs map to a latent space of dimensionality equal to the number of synthesis parameters.
For probabilistic models, we perform warmup [10] by linearly increasing the regularization β from 0 to 1 for 100
epochs. We also apply the same weight annealing for the
regression loss. We first evaluate all these models by using
a simple 2-layers MLP to predict the parameters based on
the latent space. Finally, we evaluate our regression flows
by adding them to the V AEf low , with an IAF of length 16.
Optimization. We train all models for 500 epochs with
the ADAM optimizer, initial learning rate of 0.0002, Xavier
initialization and a scheduler that halves the learning rate if
the validation loss stalls for 20 epochs. With this setup, the
most complex V AEf low with regression flows only needs
5 hours to complete training on a NVIDIA Titan Xp GPU.
5. RESULTS
5.1. Parameters inference
We compare the accuracy of our proposal with all baseline
models on the parameters inference task. To do so, we evaluate the distance between predicted parameters and their
real values in the test dataset, by computing the magnitude-
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Table 1: Comparison between baseline, *AEs with MLP
regression and our proposed regression flows on the test set.
Parameters accuracy is evaluated with normalized MSE and
the audio with Spectral Convergence (SC) and MSE.

normalized Mean Square Error (M SEn ). We average these
results across k-folds and report across-runs variance. More
importantly, we evaluate the distance between the audio synthesized based on these inferred parameters and the original
audio through the Spectral Convergence (SC) and MSE distances, where SC is the Frobenius norm normalized over
time and frequency. The results are displayed in Table 1.
As we can see, baseline models are able to perform an
accurate approximation of the parameter vectors, with the
CN N providing the best inference. Based on this parameter distance criterion solely, the best results are obtained by
the deterministic WAE model that outperforms traditional
approaches. Although it would seem, at first, that our formulation only provides a marginal improvement on the parameters inference task, and that our proposal is even outperformed by baseline models, the analysis of the corresponding synthesized audio tells an entirely different story.
Indeed, all AEs approaches strongly outperform the baseline models when it comes to audio accuracy, with the best
results obtained with our probabilistic formulation F lowpost .
These results show that, even though AE models do not provide an exact approximation of parameter vectors, they are
able to account for the importance of these different parameters on the corresponding audio result. An even more interesting observation is that our proposed F lowpost is outperformed by most baseline models on the parameters accuracy
distance. However, it strongly outperforms all other methods on the resulting audio approximation accuracy. This
supports our original hypothesis that learning the latent space
of the synthesizer audio capabilities is a crucial component
to understand its behavior. Furthermore, this might imply
that our model can provide closely-sounding parameter settings based on the audio latent space, even though the parameters are quite different. This assumption is evaluated
in the following section. Finally, this analysis also seems to
be supported by the across-run variance, where probabilistic models obtain a more consistent accuracy, indicating that

Original

Mel

Params

Audio
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M SE
6.226 ± .13 9.445 ± 3.1
1.731 ± .31 7.787 ±1.9
1.372 ± .29 6.329 ±1.9
1.245 ± .28 6.496 ±2.0
1.004 ± .35 6.422 ±1.9
0.893 ±.13 5.557 ±1.7
0.810 ±.03 4.901 ±1.4
0.787 ±.05 4.979 ±1.5
0.838 ±.02 4.975 ±1.4
0.752 ±.05 4.409 ±1.6
1.085 ±.02 6.303 ±2.1

Params

M LP
M LPg
CN N
CN Ng
ResCN N
AE
V AE
W AE
V AEf l
F lowpost
F lowcond

Parameter
M SEn
0.236 ± .44
0.195 ± .45
0.171 ± .43
0.174 ± .44
0.191 ± .43
0.181 ±.40
0.182 ±.32
0.159 ±.37
0.199 ±.32
0.197 ±.31
0.199 ±.31

Figure 3: Reconstruction analysis. Comparing parameters
inference and corresponding synthesized audio on the test
dataset between the best performing models.

they provide a better generalization.
5.2. Reconstructions and latent space
We provide an in-depth analysis of the relations between
inferred parameters and corresponding synthesized audio to
support our previous claims. First, we selected two samples
from the test set and compare the inferred parameters and
synthesized audio in Figure 3.
As we can see, although the CN N provides a close inference of the parameters, the synthesized approximation
completely misses important structural aspects, even in simpler instances as the slow ascending attack in the second
example. This confirms that direct inference models are
unable to assess the relative impact of parameters on the
audio. Indeed, the errors in all parameters are considered
equivalently, even though the same error magnitude on two
different parameters can lead to dramatic differences in the
synthesized audio. Oppositely, even though the parameters
inferred by the VAE are quite far from the original preset,
the corresponding audio is largely closer. This indicates
that the latent space provides knowledge on the audio-based
neighborhoods of the synthesizer. Therefore, this allows to
understand the impact of different parameters in a given region of the latent audio space.
To evaluate this hypothesis, we encode two distant presets in the latent audio space and perform random sampling
around these points to evaluate how local neighborhoods are
organized. We also analyze the latent interpolation between
those examples. The results are displayed in Figure 4.
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Audio space

zi

lots of complex interplays in parameters of a synthesizer.
Our formulation allows to alleviate this complexity by automatically providing macro-parameters that are the most
relevant to the audio variations of a given synthesizer. Here,
we can see that the z3 latent dimension (left) seems to provide a percussivity parameter, where low values produce a
very slow attack, while moving along this dimension, the
attack becomes sharper and the amount of noise increases.
Similarily, z7 seems to define an harmonic densification parameter, starting from a single peak frequency and increasingly adding harmonics and noise.

Latent interpolation

5.4. Creative applications

Figure 4: Latent neighborhoods. We select two examples
from the test set that map to distant locations in the latent
space z and perform random sampling in their local neighborhood to observe the parameters and audio. We also display the latent interpolation between those points.

As we can see, our hypothesis seems to be confirmed
by the fact that neighborhoods are highly similar in terms
of audio but have a larger variance in terms of parameters.
Interestingly, this leads to complex but smooth non-linear
dynamics in the parameters control.
5.3. Macro-parameters learning
Our formulation is the first to provide a continuous mapping
between the audio z and parameter v spaces of a synthesizer. As latent VAE dimensions has been shown to disentangle major data variations, we hypothesized that we could
directly use z as macro-parameters defining the most interesting variations in a given synthesizer. Hence, we introduce the new task of macro-parameters learning by mapping latent audio dimensions to parameters through p(v|z),
which provides simplified control of the major audio variations for a given synthesizer. This is depicted in Figure 5
We show the two most informative latent dimensions
z based on their variance. We study the traversal of these
dimensions by keeping all other fixed at 0 to assess how
z defines smooth macro-parameters through the mapping
p(v|z). We report the evolution of the 5 parameters with
highest variance (top), the corresponding synthesis (middle)
and audio descriptors (bottom).
First, we can see that latent dimension corresponds to
very smooth evolutions in terms of synthesized audio and
descriptors. This is coherent with previous studies on the
disentangling abilities of VAEs [6]. However, a very interesting property appear when we map to the parameter
space. Although the parameters evolution is still smooth,
it exhibits more non-linear relationships between different
parameters. This correlates with the intuition that there are

Our proposal allows to perform a direct exploration of presets based on audio similarity. Indeed, as the flow is invertible, we can map parameters to the audio space for exploration, and then back to parameters to obtain a new preset.
Furthermore, this can be combined with vocal sketch control where the user inputs vocal imitations of the sound that
he is looking for. This allows to quickly produce an approximation of the intended sound and then exploring the
audio neighborhood of the sketch for intuitive refinement.
We embedded our model inside a MaxMSP external called
flow_synth˜ by using the LibTorch API and further integrate it into Ableton Live by using the Max4Live interface.
6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced several novel ideas including
reformulating the problem of synthesizer control as matching the two latent space defined as the user perception space
and the synthesizer parameter space. We showed that our
approach outperforms all previous proposals on the seminal
problem of parameters inference. Our formulation also naturally introduces the original tasks of macro-control learning, audio-based preset exploration and semantic parameters discovery. This proposal is the first to be able to simultaneously address most synthesizer control issues at once.
Altogether, we hope that this work will provide new
means of exploring audio synthesis, sparkling the development of new leaps in musical creativity.
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